
15-455: UCT K. Sutner

Assignment 4 Due: February 17, 2023.

1. Normalized Nondeterminism (30)

Background
Suppose we have a nondeterministic Turing machine M with transition relation

δ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q × Σ × {±1, 0}.

that runs in, say, polynomial time t(n). Write m for the cardinality of Q and k for the cardinality of Σ. In general,
the branching factor in the computation tree of M may vary as may the length of the branches. It is often convenient
to have a more uniform computation tree, in particular a complete binary tree.

Task

A. Show how to construct a nondeterministic machine M′, equivalent to M, where all leaves in the computation
tree are at the same level.

B. Show how to construct a nondeterministic machine M′′, equivalent to M, where, for all state/symbol pair (p, a),
there are exactly two nondeterministic choices δ(p, a, −, −, −).

C. Show how to combine these two constructions to produce an equivalent nondeterministic machine N whose
computation trees are complete binary trees. What is the size and running time of N ?

D. Use this machine N to explain in more detail the exponential cost of deterministic simulation.

2. Minimization Problems (30)

Background
A minimization problem consists of M = ⟨I, sol, cost⟩ where I ⊆ Σ⋆ is a collection of instances, sol : I → P0(Σ⋆)
(codomain is all finite subsets of Σ⋆) is a solution function, and cost :

⋃
x∈I sol(x) → N is a cost function. Quite a

few combinatorial problems can be interpreted as minimization problems. As an example, take Vertex Cover: here I
is the set of all undirected graphs sol(x) is the collection of all vertex covers of graph x, and cost(w) is the cardinality
of the vertex cover w. Any reasonable coding convention for I and sol(x) is fine.

We can associate three variants with M: the decision version MD, the “counting” version MC , and the search version
MS . We will ignore the function version here, since it requires some additional ordering on the solutions so we can
talk about the “first solution.”

Problem: MD

Instance: x ∈ I, k ∈ N.



Question: Is there a w ∈ sol(x) such that cost(w) ≤ k?

Problem: MC

Instance: x ∈ I.
Solution: Determine the minimal cost of any w ∈ sol(x).

Problem: MS

Instance: x ∈ I.
Question: Determine a w ∈ sol(x) of minimal cost.

It is understood that an algorithm for MC or MS returns “No” if the solution set of instance x is empty.

Task

A. What does all this mean in the case of Independent Set and Clique?

B. Show that for Independent Set and Clique all three versions are polynomial time Turing equivalent.

C. Come up with one more example of a natural minimization problem.

D. We would like MD, MC and MS to be polynomial time Turing equivalent (as in part (B)), What conditions on
M are needed to make this equivalence work?

Comment
Make sure your answer to part (D) covers standard examples like Vertex Cover, Independent Set and Clique. Try to
be a bit more general, but don’t worry about finding the most general conditions possible, it’s fairly messy.

3. Overhead-Free LBA (40)

Background
A linear bounded automaton (LBA) is a Turing machine that can only use the space that is initially occupied by the
input string x ∈ Σ⋆. Alas, we allow the Turing machine to use a tape alphabet Γ larger than Σ, which can be used
to erase or mark symbols, compress the input, open a second track, and on so on.

This is slightly unrealistic, though: in a actual machine the alphabet would be fixed once and for all. To model this
situation, suppose the input alphabet is Σ. The tape alphabet Γ contains an additional endmarker # but nothing
else. The initial tape inscription has the form

#x1x2 . . . xn−1xn#

where xi ∈ Σ and the endmarkers cannot be overwritten or moved. The head is positioned at, say, x1. So, only n
tape cells are available for the computation and a configuration consists essentially of a word w ∈ Σ⋆, plus a state and
a head position. This type of machine is called an overhead-free LBA.

It is known that overhead-free LBAs cannot accept all context-sensitive languages, but do accept all context-free
languages, plus a few others. A full proof is too hard, but here a two examples.

Task

1. Construct an overhead-free LBA that recognizes palindromes over the binary alphabet.

2. Construct an overhead-free LBA that recognizes all strings of the form 0n1n0n, again over the binary alphabet.
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